We examine two types of similarity network s each based on a distinct notion of rele vance. For both types of similarity network s we present an efficient inference algorith m that works under the assumption that ev ery event has a nonzero probability of oc currence. Another inference algorithm is de veloped for type 1 similarity networks that works under no restriction, albeit less effi ciently.
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INTRODUCTION
Similarity networks were invented by Heckerman (1991) as a tool for constructing large Bayesian net works from the judgments of domain experts. Beck erman used them to construct a diagnostic system for lymph-node pathology. The main advantages of simi larity networks are their ability to improve the quality of the domain expert's judgments and to utilize state ments of conditional independence that are not repre sented in a Bayesian network in order to reduce the number of probabilities the expert needs to specify.
In (Geiger and Heckerman, 1991) , we removed several technical restrictions imposed by the original develop ment, and showed how to use a similarity network di rectly for inference without converting it to a Bayesian network as proposed in (Heckerman, 1991) . In do so, we showed how to take advantage of asymmetric inde pendence assertions to speed up inference.
In this paper, we define two types of similarity net works each based on a distinct notion of relevance. We specify more fully the inference algorithm outlined in (Geiger and Heckerman, 1991) , and prove that it works for type 1 similarity networks. We also develop a faster inference algorithm that works for both type s of similarity networks, under the assumption that every event has a nonzero probability of occurrence.
David Heckerman
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We assume the reader is familiar with the definition and usage of Bayesian networks. For details consult (Pearl, 1988) .
2
DEFINITION OF SIMILARITY
NETWORKS
Consider a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of hypotheses such as the list of possible identifi cations in a class ification task. We will represent these hy potheses as values of a variable called h. The variable h is the focus of construction for similarity network s, and sometimes is called the distinguished variable or hypothesis variable. We refer to other variables in a given domain as nondistinguished variables. Each value of h is called a hypothesis.
Definition A cover of a set of hypotheses H is a col lection {A1, ... , Ak} of nonempty subsets of H whose union is H. Each cover is a hypergraph, called a sim ilarity hypergmph, where the Ai are hyperedges and the hypotheses are nodes. A cover is connected if the similarity hypergraph is connected.
Spy /Visitor
Visitor /Worker Worker /Executive A guard of a secured building expects four types of persons to approach the building's entrance: executives, regular workers, ap proved visitors, and spies. As a person ap proaches the building, the guard can note its gender (g), whether or not the person wears a badge (b), and whether or not the person ar rives in a limousine (l) . We assume that only executives arrive in limousines and that male and female executives wear badges just as do regular workers (to serve as role models). Furthermore, we assume that spies are most ly men. Spies always wear badges in an at tempt to fool the guard. Visitors don't wear badges because they don't have one. Female workers tend to wear badges more often than do male-workers. The task of the guard is to identifY the type of person approaching the building.
This problem is represented by the similarity network shown in Figure 1 . The similarity network in this figure is based on the cover {spy, visitor}, {visitor, worker}, {worker, executive} of the hypotheses set.
This cover is connected, because it consists of the three links spy-visitor-worker-executive which for m a connected hypergraph. This similarity network contains three local networks: one local network helps to discriminate spies from visitors, another local net work helps to discriminate visitors from workers, and a third local network helps to discriminate workers from executives.
In each local network, we include only those variables The definition of similarity networks does not speci fy how to select a connected cover of hypotheses. Al though any selection of a connected cover yields a valid similarity network, some selections yield similarity net works that display more subset independence asser tions than do other selections. An analogous situation exists when constructing a Bayesian network where some construction orders yield Bayesian networks that display more symmetric independence assertions than do other Bayesian networks. The practical solution for constructing a Bayesian network is to choose a con struction order according to cause-effect relationship s. This selection tends to maximize the information about symmetric independence encoded in the result ing network. The practical solution for constructing the similarity hypergraph is to choose a connected cov er by grouping together hypotheses that are "similar" to each other by some criteria under our control (e.g., spies and visitors). This choice tends to maximize the number of subset independence assertions encoded in a similarity network. Hence the name for this repre sentation.
3
TWO TYPES OF SIMILARITY
NETWORKS
The definition of similarity networks is not complete without attributing a precise meaning to the utterance "helps to discriminate" used iJ? the definition of a lo cal network. We give two possibilities based on the study of three relations co upled, related, and relevant presented in (Geiger and Beckerman, 1990) . An equivalent definition for type 1 similarity networks is entailed by the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Geiger and Heckerman, 1 990) Let P( u1, .. . , Un I e) be a probability distribution where U = {u1, ... , un} and e be a fixed event. Then, Ui and Uj are unrelated given e iff there exist a parti tion ul, u2 of u such that Ui E ul, Uj E u2, and P(Ul, u2 I e) = P(Ul I e)P(U2 I e). 2
We can now associate relatedness and relevance.
Theorem 2 Let P(u1, ... , Un I e) be a probability dis tribution where e is a fixed event. Then, for every ui . and uj, relevant( ui, Uj I e) implies related( ui, Uj I e).
Proof: Suppose ui and Uj are not related given e. Let U!, u2 be a partition of u such that Ui E ul, Uj E u2 and J(Ul, u2 I 0) holds for P. Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of these conditions. We show that Ui and Uj must be mutually irrelevant given e. Let Z be an arbitrary subset of {u1, ... , un} \ {ui, uj}· Let zl = z n ul and z2 = z n U2. (Geiger and Beckerman, 1990) ). D
In particular, Theorem 2 holds when e is the event
where Ai is a subset of values of some variable in U. Consequently, a type 2 similarity network of P always includes in each local network at least all the variables included in that local network by a type 1 similarity network. Moreover, whenever a variable u does not satisfy related( u, h), it will not be included in any local network of a type 1 or a type 2 similarity network.
It is not hard to construct an example showing that related does not imply relevant. For example, consider a Markov chain P(x, y, z) = P(x)P(y ·1 x)P(z I y) where x and z are binary variables, and y is a trinary variable. Any two matrices P(y I x) and P(z I y) whose lines and columns are linearly independent and whose product yields a matrix with identical lines will render x and z (marginally) independent. Since x and z are also independent given y, it follows that x and z are mutually irrelevant, although x and z are related.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the converse of Theorem 2 to hold is that P(u1, ... , Un I e) be tran-sitive. Namely, for every three variables ui, Uj and uk, relevant(ui,uj I e) & relevant(uj,uk I e) :::} relevant(ui, Uk I e) (Geiger and Heckerman, 1990) .
( 1 )
Indeed, in the previous example, transitivity is violat ed, because x and y are mutually relevant and y and z are mutually relevant, but x and z are not mutually relevant. Notably, the relation related is always tran sitive, because connectivity in graphs is transitive.
4
INFERENCE USING
SIMILARITY NETWORKS
The main task similarity networks are designed for is to compute the posterior probability of each hypothe sis given a set of observations, as is the case in diagno sis. In this section, we show that under reasonable as sumptions, the computation of the posterior probabili ty of each hypothesis can be done in each local network and then be combined coherently according to the ax ioms of probability theory. We analyze the complexity of our algorithm demonstrating its superiority over in ference algorithms that operate on Bayesian networks.
We assume that any instantiation of the variables in a similarity network of P has a nonzero probability of occurrence. Such a probability distribution is said to be strictly positive. This assumption can be reasonable in such applications as medical diagnosis, where given an arbitrary collection of clinical findings, each po tential disease retains some probability of occurrence. Subject to this assumption, we develop an inference algorithm that operates both on type 1 and type 2 similarity networks. We will remove this assumption latter at the cost of obtaining an inference algorithm that operates only on type 1 similarity networks and whose complexity is higher.
The inference problem at hand can be stated as fol lows: Given a similarity network of P(h, u1, ... , un) that is based on a partition A = {A 1, ... , Ak} of the values of h, and given a set of assignments v 1 , ... , vm for a set v1, .. . , Vm of variables that is a subset of {u 1, ... ,un} compute P( h j I v 1 , ... , vm)the pos terior probability of hj-for every hj.
In order to compute the poSterior probability of each hj we use the procedure INFER. This procedure has two parameters, one specifying a query of the form "compute P(X I Y)" and the second is a Bayesian network where X and Y are sets of variables that ap pear in the network and Y is a value of Y. We do not need to specify INFER's operational details in or der to demonstrate how this procedure is extended to operate on si m ilarity networks. We now describe this new inference algorithm.
First, for each � we identify a set of hypotheses Aj E A to which � belongs and compute the pos terior probability of hypothesis � under the addi- Fortunately, for both type 1 and for type 2 similarity networks the following equality will be shown to hold:
(2) where v1, ... , V! are the variables in { v1, ... , Vm} that appear in Dj and v 1 , ... , v l are their values. Thus to compute P(hi I v 1 , ... , vm, [Aj]) we use the procedure INFER to compute the query P(hi I v 1 , ... , v 1 , [Aj]) using the network Dj. Equation 2 tells us that the two computations yield identical an swers.
For type 2 similarity networks, the justification of E quation 2 is that v!+1, ... , Vm are conditionally in dependent of � given every value of the variables v1 , ... , Vt that appear in D j where v!+ 1, .. . , Vm are the variables in { v1, ... , Vm} that_ do not appear in D j. If Equation 2 does not hold, some of the variables in { Vt+ 1, ... , Vm} would have appeared in the local net work Dj, contrary to our assumption that Dj contains only v1, ... , Vt. Moreover, if some variable appears in a type 2 similarity network, then it will also appear in a type 1 similarity network (see the comment after Theorem 2). Therefore, this equality holds for type 1 similarity networks as well.
This algorithm is summarized below.
Algorithm (Inference in similarity networks) Input: A similarity network of P(u 1, ... , un, h) based on a connected cover A1, ... , Ak of h's values. If aij = 0, then done in practice, consistency is not guaranteed. Heck-Return "Pis not strictly positive" erman (1991) describes an algorithm that helps a us-6
Solve the following set of linear equations: er to construct a consistent set of local networks by 7
For all i and j, P(� I vi, ... , vm) = prompting to his attention all probabilities that have O'. ij · 'Eh.EA· P(hi I VI , . . . , vm) already been assigned previously in another local net-S I:;i P(� 1 vi, .3 •• , vm) = 1 work and verifying with him that these probabilities 9
Return P(h 1 vi, ... , vm) are acceptable.
We have argued already that the solution to the e quations listed in Lines 7 and 8 provides the desired posterior probability. It remains to show that there exists a unique solution. Let us examine a local net work Dj that corresponds to Aj. Assume Aj consists of h t, ... , hr . Since VI , . . . , vm remain fixed through out the computations we denote P(hi I vi, ... , vm) by Q (� ) . Consider the following equations: 
Hence, the solution of these equations provides the ra tios of the posterior probabilities between every pair of hypotheses in Aj. Since we repeat this process for every Aj and since the cover defined by At, .. . Ak is connected, the ratio of every pair of hypotheses is es tablished. To obtain the absolute values of each Q (hi), it remains to normalize their sum to one, using the E quation on Line 7 of the algorithm.
Consequently we have proven the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let P(h, u1, ... , u n ) be a probability distribution and A = {At, ... , Ak} be a partition of the values of h. LetS be a similarity network based on A. Let Vt, ... , Vm be a subset of variables whose value is given. There exists a single solution for the set of e quations defined by Line 1 and 8 of the above algorithm and this solution determines uniquely the conditional probability P(h I v1, ... , vm)· An important observation to make is that the equa tions on Lines 7 and 8 are derived from a given proba bility distribution P(h, Ut, ... , un). Consequently, al-It remains to analyze the complexity of this inference algorithm. For simplicity, we assume that all vari ables are binary in which case the procedure INFER has a complexity of 0(2n). In the worst case, the proposed inference algorithm may not perform more efficiently, because all n variables may appear in each local network. In practice, however, each local net work contains a small percentage, say c, of the n vari ables, because all other variables are irrelevant given the context of a specific local network.3 If O(n) local networks are given, the complexity of applying INFER to these local networks is O(n · 2cn), which is smaller than 0(2n) obtained by applying INFER on a single Bayesian network generated from these local network s. The complexity of solving the equations on Line 7 and 8 is ignored, because it is linear in n. Thus from 2100 calculations, for example, we reduce to 100 · 2 2 0.
5
INFERENTIAL AND
DIAGNOSTIC COMPLETENESS
An important property of Bayesian networks is that their parameters encode the entire joint distribution through the product rule. This property guarantees that any inference task can in principle be computed from the parameters encoded in a Bayesian network. Motivated by this observation we establish the follow ing definition.
Definition
A sim ilarity network S for P( u1, ... , un, h) is inferentially complete if the distribution P( Ut, •.. , un, h) can be re covered from the parameters of S.
Clearly not all similarity networks are inferentially complete. For example if P( u1, ... , un, h) factors into the product P(ut)P(u 2 ... , un, h) then the variable Ut will not be included in any local network. Therefore, it will be impossible to recover P( u1) from the param eters encoded in the similarity networks of P . The information about P( ul) that is lost in the process of producing a similarity network of P, however, is never needed in order to compute the posterior probability of any hypothesis. Evidently, inferential completeness is too strong a requirement for the purpose of computing the posterior probability of each hypothesis. In the previous section, we showed that every type 1 or type 2 similarity network of a strictly positive probability distribution P is diagnostically complete (Theorem 5). The inference algorithm we presented shows how to compute P(h I v1, ... , v m ) for every value of v1; ... , Vm. If P is not strictly positive, one
can construct examples where the equations defined by Lines 7 and 8 of our inference algorithm do not have a single solution. Nevertheless, we will prove that, un der minor restrictions, every type 1 similarity network is diagnostically complete. We conjecture that every type 2 similarity network is diagnostically complete, under the same restrictions.
Before proving diagnostic completeness we resort to an example where our inference algorithm fails, and ex amine how the posterior probability can be computed in an alternative way. This computation highlights the general approach. Suppose S is a similarity network for P(h, y) where h has three values {h1, h2, h3} hav ing equal apriori probability; and suppose that y has two values +y, -y. Also assume that Si s based on the cover { {h1, h2}, {h2, h3} }, and that P( +y I h2) = 0.
When we apply our algorithm to compute P(hi I +y), the algorithm generates three equations P(h1 I +y, [h1, h2�) = 1, P(h2 I +y, [h2, h3]) = 0, and P(h3 I +y, [h2, h3]) = 1. From these three equations, we cannot compute th'e relative magnitude of the pos terior probability of h1 versus h3. All three equations merely show that P(h2 I +y) is zero. P(� I +y), however, can be computed from the pa rameters that quantify S. These parameters include the following: P(h1 I h1 V h2), _P(h2 I h2 V h3), P(h3 I h2 V h3), and P( +Y I h1, h1 V h2), P( +y I h2, h1 V h2), and P( +y I h3, h2 V h3). From the first three parame ters, P ( � ) , i = 1 .. . 3, can be recovered provided none of the prior probabilities is zero. The restriction that all prior probabilities are nonzero is quite reasonable.
If the prior probability of some hypothesis were zero, there would be little reason to include that hypothesis in the model.
The other three parameters are equal to P( +Y I hl), P(+y I h2), and P(+y I h3), respectively, because� entails � V hj. Thus P(hi I +Y) can be computed by In the case of type 1 similarity networks, this exam ple indicates a general methodology for computing the posterior probability of each hypothesis. The gener al method is based on the proof of the following two theorems.
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Theorem 4 (restricted inferential completeness) LetS be a type 1 similarity network of P(h, u1, ... , un) based on the connected cover A1, ... ,Ak of the val ues of h. Let {v1, ... ,v!} be a subset of variables in { u1, ... , un} that satisfy relevant( Vi, h). Then, the dis tribution P(h, v1, ... , v1) can be computed from the pa rameters encoded in S provided P(hi) =I-0 for every value hi of h.
Proof: To show that the distribution P( h, v1, ... , v1) can be computed from the parameters of S, we will show how to compute P(h) and then we will show how to compute P(v1, ... , Vt I h). The product of these two probability distributions is equal to P(h, v1, ... , vt). In the previous section, we solved these equations and showed that the solution Equation 6 is unique provided P(�) =I-0 for all hi.
Due to the chaining rule, P( v1, ... , vdhi) can be fac tored as follows: P(v1, ... , vdhi) = P(v1lhi) · P(v2lv1, �) ... P(vdv1, ... , Vt-1, hi)
Thus, it suffices to show that for each variable Vj, P( Vj lvl> ... , vj-l, hi) can be computed from the pa rameters encoded in S. Furthermore we can assume that the conditioning event is consistent, lest the entire product is zero, and the equality holds.
Let Di denote a local network in S, Ai be the hypothe ses associated with Di, and hi be a hypothesis in Ai. because hm logically implies the disjunction over all hypotheses in Am.
The latter probability can be computed using INFER on the local network Dm. Thus, due to the equali ties above, P(vjlvt, ... ,vj-1,h;) can be computed as needed. 0
The above theorem shows that type 1 similarity net works are inferentially complete subject to the restric tion that only features that help to discriminate be tween some hypotheses are included in the model and that all hypotheses which are included in the model have a probability greater than zero. Consequently, diagnostic completeness is guaranteed too.
Theorem 5 (Diagnostic Completeness) Let S be a type 1 similarity network of P(h, u1, ... , un)· Then the conditional distribution P(h I Vt, ... , vm) can be computed from the parameters of S for every subset { v1, ... , vm} of { Ut, ... , un} provided P(hi) =/:-0 for every value 14 of h.
Proof: To compute P(h I v1, ... , vm) observe that P(h I v1, ... , vm) = P(h I vi, ... , vi) where vJ., ... , vf is the subset of variables in v1, ... , Vm that are relevant to h. Theorem 4 states that the joint distribution P( h, vJ., ... , v{) can be computed from the parameters of S. The conditional probability P(h I vi, ... , v!) can be computed from this joint distribution. 0
The above two theorems provide us with a naive com putation of the posterior probability of each hypothe sis. This computation does not take into account the fact that P(h, vi, ... , vf) might be too large to be ex plicitly computed or stored as a table. Moreover, the computation suggested by these proofs ignore the cru cial observation that, in practice, all local networks are often constructed according to a common order, say h, v�, ... , v{, which usually -reflects cause-effect re lations or time constrains.
When such a common ordering exists some computa tions become much easier. In particular, Equation 9 can be further developed. That is, ( v1, ... , Vm I 14) , because, for each Vj, 11'M• is set to be Vj parents' set in Dm excluding h, and the pa rameters associated with Vj in Mi are merely those associated with Vj in Dm. The collection of these local networks, one network for each hypothesis hi, forms a structure that we have called hypothesis specific Bayesian multinet of P(h, Vt, ... , vm) (Geiger and Heckerman, 1991) .
Definition Let P(h, u1, ... , un) be a probability dis tribution and h1, ... , hk be the values of h. A directed acyclic graph n. is called a comprehensive local net work of P associated with 14 if Di is a Bayesian net work of P(u1, ... , Un 114). The collection of k compre hensive local networks is called an hypothesis-specific Bayesian multinet of P.
The algorithm below summarizes how to bulid this multinet. Afterwards, we shall show how to use it compute the posterior probability of each hypothesis. The first step below uses arc-reversal transformations in order to reorient all local networks according to a common construction order. This step is given for the purpose of completeness, namely, to enable the algo rithm to process similarity networks that are not con structed according to a common construction order. In practice, however, this step usually is not needed, because similarity networks are constructed according to a common order of all relevant variables.
Algorithm (Similarity network to Bayesian Multinet Conversion) Input:
A type 1 similarity network S of P(h, u1, ... , un) based on a connected cover A1, ... , Ak of the values of h.
Output: A hypothesis-specific Bayesian multinet of P( h, v1, ... , v1) where each Vi is depicted in some local network of S.
Notation:
• Mi is the comprehensive local network associated with hypothesis h i • Di is the local network associated with Ai 1 Reorient all local networks in S according to a common construction order 2
For each h i construct Mi as follows 3
For each vj taken in order Vt, ... , v1 4
Find a path Ai , ... , Am such that h i E Ai and Vj is depicted only in Am 5
Set 1l"M, (vj) to be 1l"D, (vj) \ {h} 6
Set PM,(vj lnM,(vj), h i ) to be PDm (vj I nD., (vj), hm)
We now examine how the algorithm processes the sim ilarity networkS in Figure 1 . We can now use the inference algorithm stated below to compute the posterior probability of each hypothe sis.
Algorithm (Hypothesis-specific Bayesian-M ultinet Inference) Input: The advantage of computing P(v1, ... , v1 I h) vi a this algorithm versus using INFER on a Bayesian network of P( v1, ... , v�, h) (see Figure 2 ) stems from hypothesis-specific independence assertions represent ed in some local networks, but not represented in Fig  ure 2 .
For example, suppose the guard of our secured building problem sees a person wearing a badge (b) approach the building, but does not notice the person's gender or whether the person arrives in a limousine. Using the Bayesian network of Figure 2 , INFER com putes the posterior probability of each possible identi fication (executive, worker, visitor, spy) as follows: P(h I b)==: k 0 P(h) 0 .L:P(g I h) 0 P(b I g, h) (11) g where k is the normalizing constant that makes P(h I b) sum to unity. Since the Bayesian network repre senting this problem does not encode any statement of conditional independence among b, g, and h, the above computation is done by any reasonable realiza tion of INFER.
Alternatively, our inference algorithm computes the posterior probability of each hypothesis more efficient ly, using the appropriate hypothesis-specific Bayesian multinet, as follows: Equations 12 and 13 take advantage of hypothesis specific independence. In particular, the two equations incorporate the fact that g and b are conditionally in dependent given h = spy and h = visitor, respectively. Thus, we do not have to sum over the variable gender as we do when using the Bayesian network of Figure 2 (E quation 11). These savings are achieved by our in ference algorithm for Bayesian multinets, because the algorithm applies INFER on a local network that en codes this independence information.
Note that the sums in Equations 14 and 15 are equal due to subset independence. Our inference algorithm, however, does not use this fact or any other asser tion of subset independence. The inference algorithm for strictly positive distributions, on the other hand, computes this sum only once.
6
OPEN PROBLEMS
We conjecture that every type 2 similarity network also satisfies Theorems 4 and 5, and that the above al gorithm is applicable to these networks as well. We further believe that there exists an inference algo rithm that uses both subset independence as well as hypothesis-specific independence, even when the dis tributions are not strictly positive.
